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A F l i g h t i n t o a N e w Fu t u r e
On a 5-hour flight returning
from San Francisco to Philly last
month I sat next to a lovely,
caring woman who was having
some challenges in her life
(don’t we all!). We uncovered
her repetitious patterns that
kept her stuck in the same old
kind of relationship that has
made her miserable in the past.
Her “caretaking” and
“rescuing” behavior toward the
man in her life created the
same, unfulfilling energy patterns that prompted her to
leave her marriage of 23 years.
Once the pattern was identifying, the guilt she felt for wanting to separate herself from her
latest relationship dissipated,
and she saw that the current
situation was not going to give
her what she really wanted in
her life – ever! There was no
amount of energy she could
throw at the relationship that

would change her significant
other or the way he approaches
life. The realization created an
energetic shift in that moment
made her eyes brighten and her
body relax. It took us about 3
hours to get to the heart of the
matter, to scrape away the surface talk that kept her stuck, but
once we got there, it was clear
she was ready to start making
significant changes in her life.
Our conversation will continue
through my coaching program,
where we will work on taking the
steps required to get her on the
path to her ideal life. I’m looking
forward to helping her create her
future.
If you’re ready to make significant changes that move you in
positive directions, click here (for
package deals/coaching programs) - DW
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Special Points of
A great read for the
Halloween season!
“I would recommend this book to
anybody who likes some good stories
for the campfire, and anybody who is
a fan of the unexplained, horror, or
just spooky, scary stories!”
-Read the full review by Brandy of
BusyMommyList.com on Amazon

Wa l k i n g t h e L a b y r i n t h
While walking in a volcanic
preserve in Oakland, CA, we
came upon a labyrinth that
looked quite old. (I posted a
photo of it on the Forest Magick
Facebook fan page.) These
complex designs fold in upon
themselves and walking them
allows for peaceful contemplation.

Gemstone of the Month

Interest:
 Gemstone of the Month—Black
Tourmaline
 Walking the Labyrinth
 Clear Before Casting!
 Align with Your Highest Good
 Finding Your Way

walk the path of the labyrinth. It
was the largest I’ve ever seen,
and as we walked it, I saw that
others had put objects, such as
coins, beads, cloth, and written
letters in various spots on the
labyrinth. When we reached the
center, there were even more
items piled up on the stones.

these objects, I told my husband
not to disturb them in any way. I
said to my friend that it would make
a good short scary story to write
about someone who did take something from the labyrinth and all the
bad luck that would ensue as a
result. I started laughing, and
tripped suddenly.

My friend was watching us, and
as I walked and considered

We looked at each other and knew
that the message was clear: writing
that story was not a good idea.
- Diane Wing

 Ivy for Progress
 Halloween/Samhain
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Gemstone of the Month — Black Tourmaline
Black Tourmaline (also known as Schorl), is
the stone of purification and protection. It
is excellent for grounding excess energy and
deflecting negative or unwanted energy. It
can transform and remove negativity from
an individual or an environment. It is associated with the root or base chakra.
This stone is perfect for psychic protection;
carrying or meditating with the stone can
keep your auric field clear or imbalance,
even in the presence of destructive energies. It is often used as an aura cleanser,
and can help one attain higher levels of
awareness.
The stone is also used for repelling and
protecting one from black magick, and is
often said to return the negative spell to
the sender. Black Tourmaline has also been
used to deflect radiation energy from TVs
and computer monitors.
Emotionally, is excellent for dispelling
fears, obsessions, and neuroses, bringing
emotional stability.

“Like” my Author Page by clicking
the button above.

Physically, it is used in crystal healing to
strengthen the immune system, help with
heart disease, arthritis, and gout. The
stone helps purify the body of toxins and
wastes.

The Forest Magick community gets 15% off
anything on Gina’s site,
www.twistedandbent.com. Use discount
code "WING2013 ." Thanks, Gina!

“Like” Forest Magick by clicking the
button above.

Quote of the Mo nth —Fi ndi ng Your way
by gaining a certain job, dollars in the bank,
Everyone seems to be searching for their
or a romantic conquest, that all will be
path to success, destiny, happiness, love, or
well, and then you can relax. Take a look
whatever will take them closer to their
at your life. Be objective when doing so.
goals, but few seem to find their way. You
How much would you
may rely on someone
really change? You
else to take you where
“Only a few find the way, some
may already be living
you think you want to
don't recognize it when they do 90 percent of your
go, as when a signifidream and simply not
cant other is handed
some... don't ever want to.”
appreciating it. On
the responsibility for
the other hand, you
your happiness. Or
-Cheshire Cat, Alice in Wonderland
may have many
maybe you feel that

dreams and desires, but are not taking steps
to move closer to your goals. Or you may
just choose to maintain your life the way it
is, yet complain about the things you lack.
Finding your way takes work and requires
that you take responsibility for your happiness and/or success. Only you can make
your life the way you want it by way of your
choices, actions, and self-knowledge. What
it is that you really want? Start there, and
you’ll be much closer to finding where to
take the first step toward finding your ideal
life. - Diane Wing

T h e S a c r e d G r o v e —Ha lloween/Sa mhai n
Autumn is my favorite season and includes my favorite holiday...Halloween!
It inspires me to write ghostly tales that
entertain and excite. Scary movies on
TV, a crispness in the air, the changing
of the leaves, and a palpable sense that
the veil between the worlds is thinner.
Halloween, or Samhain, is the day
when the veil is the thinnest, allowing
the dead to move freely between the
worlds, hence it is also the festival of
the dead. We are able to welcome our
ancestors and those who have transitioned into the other plane. It was

thought that fairies and other creatures
were able to cross through into our
world, and offerings were left for them
so they would not harm the living.
It is the perfect time for divination and to
receive messages about what to focus
on during the winter months. In many
traditions, it is the beginning of the year.
Start off this pagan new year by honoring those who have passed, by opening
to messages waiting to be received,
and by making offerings of candy to the
creatures that knock on your door! - DW

Join my social network at
www.DianeWing.tv & find others
on the enchanted path!
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Oct 5 —10 am—3:30 pm — Tarot
Combinations

Independent Study!
7-week self-study course by Diane
Wing available through Daily Om

Private Students Welcome!
Contact me
If you prefer to go deeper into the material

"How to Release Your Inner Magick"
Sign-up Here

and see how the knowledge personally
applies to you, private classes are a great
option. Together we will develop your
unique style of intuition and apply the
course material in ways that speak to your

October 27, 10 am to 2 pm
Basic Astrology in Huntingdon Valley,
PA. Get Details & Register Here

See detailed course descriptions by
clicking here.

Oct 12—10 am to 1 pm– Basic
Astrology
Oct 12— 1:30 pm –2:30 pm –Psychic
Self Defense
Oct 19—10 am to 12 pm—Secrets of
Energetic Awareness

particular goals and lifestyle.

Fall Semester of Wing Academy
classes at Cecil College starts
September 7th! Full schedule
here!
To register, call Cecil
College at
410-287-1000

Oct 19—12:30 pm to 1:30 pm—
Dealing with Toxic Work Energies
Oct 26—10 am to 11 am—Developing
Your Intuition
Oct 26—11 am to 12 pm—
Discovering Your Life Purpose
Oct 26—12:30 pm to 1:30 pm—
Removing Blocks to Manifestation

M agickal Tip — C l e a r B e f o r e C a s t i n g / D o i n g E n e r g y W o r k
With more and more people learning about
energy and practicing magick and Reiki, it is
essential to understand the way your energy
impacts your performance. Clearing yourself
before performing a magickal operation or
energy work on someone is essential to
obtain the desired result. If you come into
the session, in the case of working with a
client, with vibrationally low-level emotions, such as agitation, depression, or anxi-

““Your vibrational level is inherent in everything you
focus on or create .”
- The True Nature of Energy, Diane Wing

ety, then you will transfer that onto your client. If you
create an altar, spell, or affirmation while you are angry, frustrated, ill, or distracted, you will get unpredictable results. Dumping negativity and doing a ritual
cleansing has been recommended from the earliest mystical texts, giving complex instructions on how to do a
cleansing bath and clearing for up to ten days before
undertaking an act of magick/energy. This is especially
true during your training. Simply learning techniques,
symbols, or words does not give you power or the ability
to create the desired outcome. It must be paired with
self-control and self-discipline in mind, body, and spirit.
Any stuck or negative energies (negative thoughts, toxic
emotions, or poor diet, for example) must be eliminated
before having a Reiki attunement, being initiated into a
magickal order, or embarking on any transformational
journey. This is part of The Great Work of the Self.
- Diane Wing

B r i n g Pe a c e I n t o Yo u r L i f e – A l i g n w i t h y o u r H i g h e s t G o o d
You have a four-part inner guidance system
that tells you when you are making decisions in alignment with your highest good.

sult of a particular choice or does it embrace all of the potential and possibilities
that may present themselves?

1. Start by checking-in with your body’s
reactions [discussed at length earlier in this
chapter.]
2. Then check in with your emotions. Think
about your options one by one. Do you feel
excited, happy, or upset?
3. Check-in mentally. Does your mind go to
all of the problems that may arise as a re-

4. Finally, check-in spiritually. “Ask” Source
if this is the right direction or choice. Is it
for your highest good? Go with the first
impression that comes through. It may be a
simple yes or no response. If nothing comes
through, ask for a sign. The answer may
come later in the day or later in the week,
but as long as you pose the question, you

will get an answer.
Your empathic abilities are a gift for understanding others, to get warnings to avoid
negative people and places, for identifying
where others need healing, and to capture
energetic information you can use intuitively.
- Excerpt from The True Nature of Energy:
Transforming Anxiety into Tranquility by
Diane Wing

Magickal Events for October:
October 4 —New Moon in Libra 8:35 pm Eastern Time
October 5 —Tarot Combinations
October 12 - Basic Astrology
October 12—Psychic Self Defense
October 14 - Columbus Day
October 18—Full Moon (Blood Moon) 7:38 pm void of course
October 18 —Lunar Eclipse 7:50 pm in Aries
October 19 — Secrets of Energetic Awareness/Toxic Work Energies
October 23—Sun enters Scorpio
October 26—Intuition/Life Purpose/Manifestation
October 28 — Celtic Tree Month of Reed begins
October 31— Samhain/Halloween

Like Forest Magick on Facebook!

Tr e e s o f Tra n s f o r m a t i o n
Each month we’ll look at the transformation connected to specific tree
meanings. Collect them to begin building your own sacred grove of transformation.
Ivy for Tenacity, & Progress

Ivy grows in a spiral and therefore is associated with the Goddess, for it is one of her
symbols. It’s ability to survive in almost any
environment is why it is a symbol of tenacity. It reminds us that through persistent
determination we are able to accomplish
our goals.
Ivy climbs up trellises and has a mystical

reputation for climbing down into the underworld. Its associations with the energies
of Saturn may be the reason for this. It also
represents the spiritual journeys that take
you inward as well as bring you out. This
journey is taken on the Wheel of the Year,
where in winter we follow the spiral of
energy down and within and in the spring
we follow it back up into the light as a
symbolic rebirth.
When working with Saturnine/Capricorn
energies (Saturn rules Capricorn), wear a
garland of ivy or put it into a talisman to
imbue Saturn’s qualities. Traditional associations include Bacchus and Dionysus and
held to prevent drunkenness.
To dream of ivy promises good friends,
great happiness, and financial success.
Place ivy in outer areas and doorways for
good health and luck. To bring it indoors
invites bad luck.
Ivy reminds us to stretch beyond our current
state, using the past to bring about new

opportunities and growth. It’s clinging
ability tells us to hold on to the lessons
learned in the past and open to the new,
balancing them as needed. Ivy helps to
balance your energy, as it is symbolic of the
balance of light and dark during the transition into autumn.
In Celtic lore, ivy represents healing, protection, cooperation, and exorcism. The Ivy
Moon is associated with buoyancy and resiliency. Magickal workings during this time
include the focus on learning to be more
flexible or to bounce back quickly.
Including ivy in your sacred grove can help
you grow, stay flexible, have love, and give
you the fortitude you need to reach your
goals. - DW

Listen to Wing Academy Radio on
dianewing.srbroadcasting.com.
To appear on the show, contact
Ajay at srconsult@hotmail.com.

Get the answers you seek 24/7 with Pathways
Accurate * Insightful * Affordable

Featured in Om Times Magazine
September, 2013, Edition D

Be A Sponsor!

"Diane, I just wanted to Thank you for your
beautifully written and very informative
monthly newsletters. They are always just
where I am at and perfect to what I am
feeling and thinking. :~}”
- Kristel

Thousands of readers enjoy the Magickal Monthly newsletter, now
coming up on its sixth year. The Forest Magick community is filled
with inquisitive, introspective, contemplative, perceptive seekers of
enlightenment looking for information about personal power and
solutions to daily challenges and stressors. Our publication and radio
show (Wing Academy Radio) are evergreen, so that new seekers are
able to access past issues and programs in our archives. Forest
Magick is now accepting sponsorships for the Magickal Monthly,
DianeWing.tv, and Wing Academy Radio. If you have a product, book,
or service intended for the highest good, then this is a great opportunity to engage with the Forest Magick community and reach those
who can benefit from it. To find out more and get your media kit
with all the details, email diane@forestmagick.com.

Check out the Forest Magick Marketplace on the next page...

“Through Diane’s Magical Monthly Newsletter I have
been able to reach many new customers. Within
hours of her Newsletter being posted I have received
orders and increased activity on my website. The
Newsletter has provided exposure for my website,
increased sales and has benefited me and my company beyond expectation.”
- Gina Struebel, Owner, GS Designs

Many thanks
and good
wishes to our
sponsors!

